Designed by Yuko Shimojima
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○The cushion grip is easy and comfortable to hold
○Colorful grips in candy colors bring you more fun
○Relatively short body of hook to make it easy to
pick up beads
○Smooth hook tip for smooth bead crochet
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Beading Needles & Tools
Steel crochet hook for those who want to enjoy bead crochet

①Hook for firm and beautiful stitches
To make neat stitches with a bead, this product has a
hook smaller than that of existing steel crochet hooks.
The shape of the hook enables users to easily pull the
thread out of firmly crocheted stitches.

③Cushion Grip

①Hook
②Body of hook
②Body of hook to make it easy to pull down a bead
The length of the body of hook, which is shorter than
that of existing steel crochet hooks, is best suited to
pull down a bead. The body of hook enables users to
crochet smoothly while pulling down a bead.

③The shape of the grip allows users to hold
the grip in two ways: pencil holding and
knitting-needle holding
Users can hold the grip without undue stress
by making proper use of the thumb stopper,
which was created based on ergonomics.
Wrist strain can be reduced, allowing users to
crochet comfortably for a long time.

The length of the body of hook allows
users’ finger to reach the hook tip,
so that users can crochet smoothly
while pulling down a bead.

Sucre No.0 (TB13-0e)

Using different tools for different
purposes makes a difference in terms
of the quality of works and the
comfortability of crocheting.

ETIMO Rose No.0 (TEL-00e)

UPC : 846550011932
ART. NO. : TB13-Se
ART. NAME : Sucre Bead Crochet Hooks Set
Package size : 190mm×187mm×15mm
Net weight : 134g
SET CONTAINS : Bead Crochet Hooks (No.0, No.2, No.4, No.6, No.8), case

TB13-Se

UPC : 846550014452
ART. NO. : TB13-Ce
ART. NAME : Case (Dot)
1pc./pack
Package size : 120mm×190mm×20mm
Net weight : 60g
FEATURES :
Case for carrying 5pcs.of any kind of crochet hooks.
It has a pocket to put accessories in.

TB13-Ce

TSB-001e

TB13-0e
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TB13-2e

TB13-4e

TB13-6e

TB13-8e

UPC

ART. NO.

SIZE NO.

SIZE

846550011871

TB13-0e

0

1.75mm

Berry

15g

846550011888

TB13-2e

2

1.50mm

Mint

15g

846550011895

TB13-4e

4

1.25mm

Vanilla

14g

846550011901

TB13-6e

6

1.00mm

Cherry

14g

846550011918

TB13-8e

8

0.90mm

Cassis

14g

GRIP COLOR

ART. NAME :
Sucre Bead Crochet Hooks with Cushion Grip
1pc./pack 10packs/box
Package size : 28mm×184mm×12mm

Net weight

UPC : 846550011925
ART. NO. : TSB-001e
ART. NAME :
Bead Crochet Recipe Book vol.1
1pc./pack
Package size : 140mm×210mm×2mm
Net weight : 37g
FEATURES :
This booklet includes basic techniques
of bead crochet and patterns for
beginners.

